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COMPETENCY-BASED CAREER GUIDANCE MODULES
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FOREWORD
This counseling and guidance program series is patterned
alter the Performance-Based Teacher Education modules
designed and developed at the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education under Federal Number NE-000-3.77
Because this model has been successfully and enthusiastically
recieved nationally and internationally this series of modules
follows the same basic format

This module is one of a series of competency -based guidance
program training packages focusing upon specific professional
and paraprofessional competencies of guidance personnel
The competencies upon which these modules are based were
identified and verified through a protect study as being those
of critical importance for the plan mu supporting implement-
ing operating and evaluating of guidance programs These
modules are addressed to professional and paraprofessional
guidance program staff in a wide variety of educational and
community settings and agencies

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application each culminates with competency
referenced evaluation suggestions The materials are designed
for use by individuals or groups of guidance personnel who
are involved in training Resource persons should be skilled in
the guidance program competency being developed and
sh9uld be thoroughly oriented to the concepts and procedures
used in the total training package

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility
for planning and conducting competency-based preservice
and inservice programs to meet a wide variety of individual
needs and interests The materials are intended for use by
universities, state departments of education. postsecondary
institutions. intermediate educational service agencies. JTPA
agencies. employment security agencies. and other commu-
nity agencies that are responsible for the employment and
professional development of guidance personnel

The competency-based guidance program training packages
are products of a research effort by the National Center's
Career Development Program Area Manyindividuals institu-
tions and agencies participated with the National Center and
have made contributions to the systematic development
testing and refinement of the materials

National consultants provided substantial writing and review
assistance in development of the initial module versions over
1300 guidance personnel used the materials in early stages of
their development and provided feedback to the National
Center for revision and refinement The materials have been
or are being used by 57 pilot community implementation sites
across the country

Special re,:ogrution for major roles in the direction. develop-
ment coordination of development. testing and revision of
these materials and the coordination of pilot implementation
sites is extended to the following project staff Harry N Drier
Consortium Director. Robert E Campbell. Linda Pfister,
Directors. Robert Bhaer man. Research Specialist Karen
Kimmel Boyle. Fred Williams. Program Associates. and Janie
B Conner, Graduate Research Associate

Appreciation also is extended to the subcontractors who
assisted the National Center in this effort Ors Brian Jones
and Linda Phillips-Jones of the American Institutes for
Research developed the corm:* ency base for the total pack-
age. managed project evaluation. and developed the modules
addressing special needs Gratitude is expressed to Dr.
Norman Gysbers of the University of Missouri-Columbia for
his work on the module on individual career development
plans Both of these agencies provided coordination and
monitoring assistance for the pilot implementation sites
Appreciation is extended to the American Vocational Associ-
ation and the American Association for Counseling and
Development for their leadership in directing extremely impor-
tant subcontractors associated with the first phase of this
effort

The National Center is grateful to the U S Department of
Education. Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)
for sponsorship of three contracts related to this competency-
based guidance progiam training package In particular. we
appreciate the leadership and support offered project staff by
David H Pritchard who served as the project officer for the
contracts We feel the investment of the OVAE in this training
package is sound and will have lasting effects in the field of
guidance in the years to come

Robert E Taylor
Executive Director

National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
THE 0H0 STATE uNWERsar
1960 KENNY ROAD COLUMBUS OHO 43210

The National Center for Research in Vocation& Education's mis
sion is to increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions. and
organirations to solve educational problems relating to individual
career planning. prPnaration, and progression The National Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Providing information for national planning and policy
installing educational programs and products
Operataig information systems and services
Goodin:tong leadership development and training programs

BELL. HOWELL
Publication Systems Division
Publication Products

Bell & Howell, Publication Products, is one of two operating units
that comprise Publication Systems Division Based in Wooster.
Ohio, Publication Products specializes in the production and repro-
duction of newspapers, periodicals, indexes, career information
materials and other widely used information sources in microform,
hard copy and electronic media
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ABOUT USING THE CBCG MODULES
CBCG Module Organization

The training modules ^over the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed to plan, support, implement, operate, and
evaluate a comprehensive career guidance program. They
are designed to provide career guidance program im-
plementers with a systematic means to improve their
career guidance programs. They are competency-based
and contain specific information that is intended to assist
users to develop at least part of the critical competencies
necessary for overall program improvement.

These modules provide information and learning ac-
tivities that are useful for both school-based and
nonschool-based career guidance programs.

The modules are divided into five categories.
The GUIDANCE PROGRAM PLANNING category assists
guidance personnel in outlining in advance what is to be
done.
The SUPPORTING category assists personnel in know-
ing how to provide resources or means that make it possi-
ble for planned program activities to occur.
The IMPLEMENTING category suggests how to conduct,
accomplish, or carry out selected career guidance program
activities.
The OPERATING category provides information on how
to continue the program on a day-to-day basis once it has
been initiated.
The EVALUATING category assists guidance personnel
in judging the quality and impact of the program and either
making appropriate modifications based on findings or
making decisions to terminate it.

Module Format

A standard format is used in all of the program's
competency-based modules. Each module contains (1) an
introduction, (2) a module focus, (3) a reading, (4) learn-
ing experiences, (5) evaluation techniques, and (6)
resources.

Introduction. The introduction gives you, the module
user, an overview of the purpose and content of the
module. It provides enough information for you to deter-
mine if the module addresses an area in which you
need more competence.
About This Module. This section presents the follow-
ing information:

Module Goal: A statement of what one can ac-
complish by completing the module.
Competencies: A listing of the competency
statements that relate to the module's area of con-
cern. These statements represent the competencies
thought to be most critical in terms of difficulty for
inexperienced implementers, and they are not an
exhaustive list.

This section also serves as the table of contents for the
reading and learning experiences.
Reading. Each module contains a section in which
cognitive information on each one of the competencies
is presented

1 Use it as a V iitbook by starting at the first page and
reading through until the end. You could then

4

complete the learning experiences that relate to
specific competencies. This approach is good if you
would like to give an overview of some competen-
cies anc; a more in-depth study of others.

2. Turn directly to the learning experiences(s) that
relate to the needed competency (competencies).
Within each learning experience a reading is listed.
This approach allows for a more ,xperiential ap-
proach prior to the reading activity.

Learning Experiences. The learning experiences are
designed to help users in the achievement of specific
learning objectives. One learning experience exists for
each competency (or a cluster of like competencies), and
each learning experience is designed to stand on its own.
Each learning experience is preceded by an overview
sheet which describes what is to be covered in the learn-
ing experience.

Within the body of the learning experience, the following
components appear.

Individual Activity: This is an activity which a person
can complete without any outside assistance. All of the
information needed for its completion is contained in
the module.
Individual Feedback: After each individual activity
there is a feedback section. This is to provide users
with immediate feedback or evaluation regarding their
progress before continuing. The concept of feedback
is alto intended with the group activities, but it is built
right into the activity and does not appear as a separate
section.

Group Activity: This activity is designed to be
facilitated by a trainer, within a group training session.

The group activity is formatted along the lines of a
facilitator's outline. The outline details suggested ac-
tivities and information for you to use. A blend of
presentation and "hands-on" participant activities such
as games and role playing is included. A Notes column
appears on each page of the facilitator's outline. This
space is provided so trainers can add their own com-
ments and suggestions to the cues that are provided.

Following the outline is a list of materials that will be
needed by workshop facilitator. This section can serve
as a duplication master for mimeographed handouts
or transparencies you may want to prepare.

Evaluation Techniques. This section of each module con-
tains information and instruments that can be used to
measure what workshop participants need prior to train-
ing and what they have accomplished as a result of train-
ing. Included in this section are a Pre- and Post-Participant
Assessment Questionnaire and a Trainer's Assessment
Questionnaire. The latter contains a set of performance
indicators which are designed to determine the degree of
success the participants had with the activity.
References. All major sources that were used to develop
the module are listed in this section. Also, major materials
resources that relate to the competencies presented in the
module are described and characterized.
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It rti a recognized fact that family mernbe.s have a
major influence on each other's social emo-
tional and cognitive growth Also hi,:jh school
students have indicated that their parents' opin-
ions greatly affect the career choice which they
make Since family members particularly par-
ents do have such an influence on career deci-
sions it rr; important that they have appropriate
career information and are knowledgeable of
strategies that can assist others in their career
development The strategies could include orga-
nizing family trips around potential career choices
of family members having oloer members of a
family assisting younger members in making
effective decisions playing games which help
individuals identify their interests and having
family discussions that broaden members'
self-awareness

The coordinator of the career guidance program
may see the need to ensure that clients are receiv-
ing home-based career guidance. Many of the
required skills will be facilitative in nature. The
coordinator will not be able to mandate that

5

INTRODUCTION

career guidance occurs in the homes of their
clients or in most cases they will not be able to
monitor the strategies being used Instead you
should provide guidelines and training of parents
for home-based guidance and he available to
those families who are interested in learning
more about how they can positively affect the
career development process

This module focuses on the skills necessary to
add a home-based career guidance component
to a career guidance program The content of the
module revolves around identifying various career
development activities. strategies. and resources.
and using them in effective career guidance
programs

Skills presented in the planning modules will be
us?cl when implementing home-based guidance
activities In addition many of the skills pre-
sented in the other implementation modules can
he helpful when developing a home-based
component

8



READING

Analyzing Own Career Development

You may wonder what analyzing your own career
devplopnient has to do with implementing home-
based guidance One reason why you should be
able to look at your career development in retro-
spect is that it might provide you with insights
into how your home and members of your family
affected your career development Also. by com-
pleting this analysis and presenting what you
learn to a member of your family you will become
familiar through first hand experience. with what
it is like to he invloved in a home-based guidance
activity

How du you analyze your career development/ A
framework can he placed on your analysis by
picking a career development theory that you
think relates to your developmental process
Review the module CG A-4 Establish a Career
Development Theory to obtain an understanding
of various career development theories Do not
he overly concerned if your career development
pattern does not exactly fit a theory--very few do
You may find that more than one theory relates to
you or you may discover that the chance theory
applies to you

When analyzing your career development. think
about the major career decisions you made and
when you made them These decisions would
include deciding if you were going to continue
your education after high school on what areas
of study to concentrate where to look for a lob
and whether to accept a }oh offer Make a list of all
(it Ulf, major decision points you had in your life
reriarding your career Then remenihei how you
der cried upon what you did What criteria did you
11`,P to make each of the decisions? For example
when yull Were teleriinrl areas of study how did

7

you decide upon the one(s) you did Was it
because of an interest?. because you were good
at it?: because your friends were taking it?:
because you liked the way it was taught? Record
this information for each of the decisions listed.

Look at both the negative and positive career
experiences that you have had What have you
gained from each of the identified experiences/
Think about this in relation to what you learned
about yourself and others and the skills that you
obtained during this experience Remember that
even a bad experience can be profitable in the
long run

Now that you have analyzed your career devel-
opment up to the present. project into the future
What career options are available to you in the
future/ What types of changes would you like to
see occur in your career If you are considering a
career change, keep in mind the possible changes
in lifestyle such as different working hours being
out of town a lot, and a change in wardrobe As
you think this through. you may want to jot down
some notes to yourself to help you see how your
future thinking compares with what you have
done in the past

Once you have analyzed your career develop-
ment you might want to share the information
with others in your family By doing this you will
know first hand what it is like to share career
development efforts with others in your family
unit This task may he helpful to you in imple-
menting home-based guidance since you will
gain some insights into how different types of
family members react to career development
discussions



Selecting and Planning Career Guidance Activities

Competency 2
Select and plan a series of career guidance activities
that would be appropriate for families, such as trips
to educational programs and work places. and
games and contents related to careers.

A maim part of implementing home -based guid-
ance is the planning of appropriate activities
These activities are no different than any other
type,-, of guidance activities in that they should he
implemented because there is a need for them
You ',hoirld consider some process (formal or
informal: whereby you can gather data on which
career development needs of your clients could
he mil !firr)iirifi hitt-tits ha'r'd miff-lance Ono means
of completing the t,,.L,Ic would he to look at already
ident,lied 4 ;lent needs to determine if family
mi,h,b,,,-; ci !1,(1 tirl,,,,ddv hdt) d (11Pnt fl)PPt the
need Al. o indK,Idih,Q 4 iii,nt,, r ,in discuss with
yorr whir h of their r0 .+, ninuiy inernhisr,, can
add,i-,L, I Ile nn.)(Itil ( '; A h Ot.tor maw Chpfit
1/1(1 Fttt, 'WHIM, 1,1 s' AI r.rA, : I ;,,iits,, ,11(1 lfStions
I d,..,,,y1111.10, \

k,,

Or I. 11,11 "1.0 dt.vt,lor)-
nit.ht r ,tr1 pi. ni t tt ire,.

(IttAithr tpptc1.1( ti yo., h,p,r mints which
dupvit)pL, wr,11:11 hr, nil dr.rt111,i ti f\JinuswiN
r 'tree' ,14 tl), itie,. t an gent.i,p4. horn Nit. iiuttif. (Ind

tli '.F1(1111(1 t1(' Ablf, (Irf" th,it tire ,,tilt
able to the ch,tr,t( It ,,nor -.)oritts

ex;miple,; r,if home ba.,ed tivities are briefly
hidow

Field trips di nor' way of pr oviding family rilf,r11-
titof, With ( t'Xpi:)tatIMI experiences Field
tr for r hildren ran he combined with an adult s

r,th(1' going tr) the ("OS station or shoe
tiy ',ppridityl it tow rilinutes a number

I,f ion., can he pointed nut to a child If you go to
.stably-amients (hiring slow times an
riliiV hi. Willing t(1 '11-1()W the farnily some

( )f *ht. oporittior-;

Visiting a parent's place of employment IL; iirinther
;,,, ( had tr, learn about lobs The child can

1r) ,1 Illitnhtst of 'ohs by visiting a-.
of the parent as is feayhle Also

, hod let fi.c.! of tiow parent
Art( it twr tir,111 trip for ,1

child is the home A child will he amazed to learn
about all of the different lobs that are involved in
Deing a homemaker and a homeowner

Vacations are another way in which family mem-
bers can gain career exploration experiences
The trip can include stops to different businesses
industries, educational institutions and organi-
zations in which one of more family members
hive an interest The names and addresses of
places in unfamiliar towns can be obtained by
contacting the local chamber of commerce Vaca-
tion visits can he beneficial to all members of the
family An adult considering a job change can
visit a potential lob site A high school student can
visit postsecondary institutions Junior high school
students can visit businesses that they are inter-
ested in exploring

While traveling families often play various car
games to keep people occupied and in good
temper Why not play career-focused games?
Some variations on common games follow As
they are traveling family members can identify
the occupations of persons they see along the
way For example if they pass a police car one
person would announce police officer The per-
son with the most occupations identified wins the
dame

An occupation is selectedfor instance librar-
ian -arid individuals mention task,-, that a person
in that occupation would do Us.nd the example
of lihr arian one person might sad. -I am a librar-
ian and I check out hooks Ti e next pet son
would build on this statement and say -I am a
librarian and I check nut honks and put hooks on
the shelves This process will continue until
someone misses incorrectly identifies an
associated task The game can continue by choos-
ing a diffbmnt oc libation and starting thr pro-
cp,,s oyi.t

8
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Another creative game would require participants
to make tip advertising programs for products
that relate to objects that are seen along the road
Farr example the sighting of a tree can elicit the
response Plant a tree get your paper free

OM' more variation of a patty game with a career
twist would he when the player thinks of occupa-
tions that start with the last letter of the occupa-
tion previously given For example. the occupa-
tion DOCTOR could lead to RADIOLOGIST which
could lead to TEACHER and so forth

Other party games could he adapted to have a
career focus and played in the car or at home
What's My Line- could he changed to "What's My

Joh

When playing these games some family members
might he«ime interested in a particular occupa-
tion and want to know more about it This type of
inquiry should be pursued and if needed others
should assist the person

Other activities that a family can conduct include
developing a life line in which vrents and chil-
dren together identify the major events that have
occur red in the family The purpose is to help the
family realize how the different events relate and
how what one menther of the family does affects
the others It can he more fun and effective if
famik, photos or pictures from magazines are
used to symbolize the events This technique
would be particularly useful with young children
who would he ahle to identify more readily with
the r - ,nc:rete photos as opposed to more abstract
language

A major concept behind career development is
that an individual has to be able to make effective
decisions Family members can assist each other
in learning the decision-making process. Chil-
dren can learn this process by being allowed to
participate in family decisions. When there is a
decision to be made all members of the family
should be brought together. All family members

9

share their thoughts on the issue at hand Other
members present would be allowed to ask ques-
tions and clarify ideas presented All possible
decisions would be discussed and the conse-
quences of each alternative presented The group
would then analyze the information provided and
come up with a resolution to the issue

The above was a sampler of ideas that can be
adapted for use in home-based guidance as it
pertains to career exploration self-awareness,
and decision making The purpose of this section
was not to provide an exhaustive list of activities.
but to give you an idea of the types of activities
that can occur in the home You and the family
members also have to keep in mind that parents.
spouses and siblings can be the best counselors
Module CG C-1 Counsel Individuals and Groups
provides information on counseling techniques
that would he useful to noncounselors such as
family members

Sugar and Spice Is Not the Answer. which is
described in the reference section. is a parent
handbook for overcoming sex stereotyping Within
the handbook there are suggested activities which
parents can use with their girls and boys to help
eliminate sex stereotyping in their lives so a most
appropriate career choice can he made

As previously mentioned. the selection of activi-
ties would be dependent on the needs of the
clients and their family members If the number of
clients who have expressed a need for home-
based guidance is relatively small you can work
with them on an individual or small group basis
The appropriate activities can he selected and
planned in workable detail with the clients The
planning may consist of discussing the activities
with the clients or preparing guidelines for clients
to take home and use Again the detail and
manner of planning is dependent upon the se-
lected activity and number of persons consider-
ing use of the activity

1?



Identifying Strategies for Resouri Use

Competency 3.

Identify and describe strategies for using resources
available in the home and community for homo-.
based career guidance, such as television. family. .

photo albums. public libraries, films. and Speakers.

Prior to conducting any type Of activity one needs
to k now what resources are available. Many
community resources can be used when imple-
menting home-based guidance. For instance. the
library and the zoo both can serve as excellent
locations for some family activities. Also, clients
can provide information on items that they have
within their homes which could be used as
resources for career guidance activities. The
clients can be questioned informally One type of
surveying would be verbal. When deciding wmch
strategies to use m a specific home. a sample
question might be. "This activity revolves around
a television show on medical careers. Do you
have an operable television set?" Or the survey
may h . written. The clients could be asked to
complete a checklist which indicates numerous
resources available in the home such as news-
papers. magazines, and photo albums.

Once you are aware of the resources in the home
and community, ways of using them, or strate-
gies. have to be identified. One resource can be
used in various strategies. Below is a description
of some of the possible strategies One service
your career guidance program could provide is
announcing presentations being made and films
being shown at public facilities such as libraries.
churches. and civic auditoriums Along the same
lines. you can post information on career related
events that are occurring throughout the area.
Various organizations have annual conferences
that address career concerns

As previously mentioned, many items found in
the home can be used in career guidance activi-
ties More and more frequently. career guidance
programs are found on television These pro-
grams range from self and career awareness pro-
grams for children to shows on lob seeking skills
and career change for adults Make your clients

aware of this type of programming and suggest
ways in which the program content can be dis-
cussed by the family. For instance, after viewing a
show on a specific career, each family member
can discuss what they saw as the pros and cons of
that career. Also, prime time commercial broad-
casting greatly influences the manner in which
today's youth view various occupations. For exam-
ple, police shows tend to glorify that occupation
and give children a somewhat inaccurate percep-
tion of what is involved in being a police officer.
Family discussions of research can be held around
the occupations portrayed in these shows to help
make family members more aware of the tasks
and life styles involved with these occupations

The newspaper is another form of mass media
that can be used to benefit the career develop-
ment process One activity is that each family
member reads an article in the paper. Each per-
son then reports back to the family on the various
career implications of the article. Chosen articles
can range from the energy crisis and inflation to
sports and fashion news.

Family photo albums can be one means of aiding
children to gain a greater self-awareness. By
looking at photos and hearing stories related to
them. children can learn more about their heri-
tage and themselves. Looking at family photos
also gives the family a perspective on events
which have occurred in their lives and how these
events may influence the future.

The above has been an illustration of the strate-
gies for home-based guidance and in no way is to
be considered exhaustive It would be impossible
and impractical to develop a lengthy listing of
strategies in the space of this module without
being aware of the client needs and existing
resources

10



Conducting a Career-Related Discussion

Competency, a..
Plan and conduct a discussion with 'one family
member, on a caroier-related topic such as values,
abilities.and interests, or options for careers,

Occasionally. you may work directly with a family
member in providing a home-based service. Be-
cause of this possibility you should know how to
conduct a discussion a family member on a
career- related topic such as values, personal abil-
ities and interests, or options for careers. The
following are some guidelines which you should
review if you have not previously conducted such
Jiscussions. The atmosphere surrounding the
discussion should be informal and nonthreaten-
ing If clients request that you work with family
members, it probably because of a trust whicn
they ha. 3 in yJu that they want to be transferred
to family members. Therefore. be open and friendly
with this person.

When you learn that a family member is going to
be coming. you will need to do some planning.
First. you have to get a feel on what the individ-
ual's needs are. This can be done by talking with
the client or by having a brief phone conversation
with the family member.

Techniques that will be used with the person dur-
ing the discussion session will be similar to those
used in an individual counseling session. Tips on
establishing rapport, generating trust, and so
forth are contained in the module CG C1 Coun-
sel Individuals and Groups.

Once the topic of the discussion has been identi-
fied. develop an agenda of the areas to be
covered The following example uses identifying
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interests as the discussion topic. If the person has
completed an interest inventory in the past, major
agenda items would include learning the results
of such an interest inventory, whether the person
thinks interests have changed since taking the
inventory, and how the person would like to
incorporate those interests with a possible job
choice. If the individual has not completed an
interest inventory, you might suggest that it be
done or discuss with the individual interests.
Once the interests have been identified you can
cover t, le same topics as those mentioned in the
previous agenda. The agenda should serve as a
framework for the dis:ssion, but flexibility is
needed to serve the family members' needs.
Spend time at tho start of the session getting to
kncw each ':ether (establishing rapport) and set-
ting up groune rules.

After the agenda has been determined, gather
approprate resources. Do not have an overabun-
dance of resources visible when the person appears
in your office. You might scare an individual
away. However, do be prepared. Anticipate some
of the possible concerns and have items on hand
which could be useful.

The next step is to conduct the discussion ses-
sion. The module CG C-1 Counsel individuals
and Groups provides suggestions on how to work
with persons on a one-to-one basis. Evaluate the
session by considering its positive and negative
aspects.

13



Preparing Guidelines for Family Discussions

Prepare guidelines for family group discussions
related to career guidance, such as the career pat-

germ of family members, relatives, and friends: the
merits of various educational and training programs:
and economic and other factors to consider in
choosing a career.

In previous sections of this module. the idea of
family niember,; having group discussions has
been mentioned This section will address guide-
lines that can assist members to conduct effective
family discussions no matter what the discussion
topic might he

Family group discussions are useful strategies
Often a topic of ciiscussion be it the career pat-
tern of a family member or the solving of an inter-
personal problem among family members is of
interest to all members of the family Through
group activities all members have an equal oppor-
tunity to share have their ideas viewed. and learn
from the others It is a time when the younger
family members can feel equal to the older ones

Some family discussions are spontaneous and
there 1,-, little preplanning and structure to them
Other, c.tructured m relation to such items as
tune leader and topic The remainder of this sec-
tion will cover some general guidelines that one
may want to consider when conducting a family
wimp (ie,ii,,sion The idea behind the guidelines

riot to formalize a natural family occurrence
HOU, pr ()vide''- une !,.uggestions that can enhance
fanitly dl',( ir,sion and communication

1 Location. The group ,;tioulri meet
w here that 1,, relatively private rind absent of

tim two often Ow; will he
,,orriopla( t woshin tho trfflio hut (11, tttisrons
r of t 111 III public 111,1(.(-; L+11(.h as restaii
,.irits All f trielly mortibor,; ',eater;
r. m0(04111, f halm; that ar po';itionod

ti ,Irl ht. ,;(4,r1 by all

Time, r hi, ',I/HMI (If I f,thilly (11,;(ti.,4-w)ri lc-, on

'.1r0 far Iti PY, A 11,loo
plat e when nierribe,,, would

ii ..oreething eke 14, not 11hPly

to he beneficial to all For example if a dis-
cussion on the career interests of family
members is held at 7 00 on a httght summer
evening. individuals might he thinking of
other interests (playing hall. fishing swim-
ming or some other summertime activity)
instead of the topic at hand If the discussion
relates to making a decision it should he
held as soon as possible so that all members
can contribute their ideas

3 I ength of the Discussion Session. The length
of each session will depend m a large part
upon the discussion topic A guideline is not
to extend it beyond the attention span of the
people meeting It is better to have two ses-
sions on one topic than to drag a discussion
On so long that nobody is gaining anything
from it

Through some process a leader will he select
for each of the sessions Very likely in many cases
it will be an adult member of the family However.
children can serve as leaders when they have
topics which should he discussed with other fam-
ily mem her s

F acilitative skills for group leaders can he helpful
to leaders of family group discussions The fol-
lowing rie,,cr iption was adapted from the Georgia
Department of Education document Staff Dovel-
()pnwtil I (3 Parent f du r ion a tid Con s ,s I Ion
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1 Structuring sets the put pose and croak of
the and the pro /e'rfureti of the meet
ing :whiting establishes limit!, on rip,
cie:siori,, and redirect!, path( ipants when
they wandor from Ow group !Arm'
hiring toqiiio,; the leader to be (

ou,-,11y aware. rtf v,,bat i's happening and to
(Jotormini, whother it 1,, wittuo the



of the or oup 1 he leader who structures well
senses when it is appropriate to permit lati-
tude in discussions and when it is prudent to
draw boundaries

prevent unnecessary confusion the leader
should obtain early consensus about the
time and place and discuss materials to he
used

2 Universalizing is the process whereby a
leader helps group members become aware
that their questions and concerns are shared
by others

If the members are to work together and to
feel concern for each other they must learn
to listen to each other and discover that their
concerns are not unique but often common
experiences

Group cohesion is promoted by a simple
sh -deny the leader's asking what others
think about a presented problem

After hearing a question or a puzzled com-
ment you may ask Has anyone else won-
dered about that? Has anyone else had diffi-
culty trying to '2" As rr sponses come
forth listeners recognize they are not iso-
lated in their lack of knowledge or in their
ineffectiveness in influencing children's
behavior

3 Linking is the identification of common
elements It is a skill which requires a leader
to listen carefully to the questions and
comments expressed in the group

As thoughts and feelings are expressed
listen for themes which are similar- -hut
which may not have been recognized as
such by other group members Linking clari-
fies communication by helping members
See that they have similar feelings or beliefs
Point out similarities or differences for exam-
ple 'Mary gets very discouraged when she
tries to deal with Billy's ineptness She
,,eems to he saying 'What's the use?. Do you
remember SHP'S son Johnny. getting Sue to
do dum, for him? Do you see any similarity
between the two problems?"

the r (minion elements in then problems
irr pminteri it interaction between the
rninnher., 1., promoted Linking is an espe-
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cially important technique in the early stages
of a group or when members are not listen-
ing to each other

4 Feedback is the process whereby a person
gets reactions from members of the group
concerning what has lust been said or done
Feedback enables individuals to understand
how they are being perceived by others

To build effective working relationships,
group members must provide honest and
specific feedback to each other For the
feedback process to work, group members
must overcome some 3m,ial taboos against
the expression of thoughts and feelings

The effective leader recognizes the value of
feedback. points out 'is function in the
group. and shows how it works by "feeding
hack" information to gr...,up members and
clarifying what has happened Feedback is
most effective when it focuses on "here and
now" situations which give members insight
into how they act as parents Saying to a
member. "Your tone of voice and the way
you appear to talk down to others comes
across to me as disrespectfu;--could it be
that your children are picking this up. too?"
gives people information aboui the mes-
sages they convey Feedback does not de-
mand a mutual respect and caring Any
decision to change rests with the receiver

5 Developing tentative hypotheses enables
members to transiate theory into practice by
finding principles applicable to the behavior
of their own family

It is important to encourage members to feel
free to guess or use hunches In time.
members can conic to recognize that the
freedom to risk error and to he imperfect
allows them to grow by accepting their own
hest efforts

6 Focusing on the positive behavior of chil-
dren and parents gives members encour-
agement and leads them to encourage each
other Ask "What do you look forward to
when you are with ?" Or "What can this
child he respected or valued for?" Althou ih
this may he a difficult task. helping rT tiers
focus or' the positive will improve their rela-
tionships with their children and then feel
ings about themselves

15



1

Recognize attempt!, by group members to
function more effectively as parents This
will encourage at least minimal pr ogress
Encouragement is a necessary skill for a
parent therefore it should he practiced in
the group Mem hers should learn to ask
each other "What are some ways in which
you can encourage your child?"

Task setting and obtaining commitments is
the process whereby group members are
helped to clarify tasks and to specifl the
time commitments they are wilhng to make
To progress beyond general discussion.
individual members must establish tasks
and make definite commitments

Task setting involves two steps helping a
parent identify a problem. and then helping
him or her develop a specific procedure for
solving it Obtain a commitment by having
the parent state an intention to apply the
new procedure for a week and to report
re ;alts at the next meeting of the group

The leader uses task setting and commit-
ments to help members focus clearly on
what they want to get from the study group
These procedures also align the goals of the
individual with those of the group

8 Summarizing helps members to understand
ideas. procedures. and attitudes that have
been expressed and to integrate what they
have learned The summary is verbal not
written so all may benefit from the exchange

A summary may deal with the content of the
meeting the feelings of fi Inibers or with
the level of their !evolvement Group mem-
ber s can he asked to summarize at appro-
priate times Leaders need not wait until the
end of the session to help clarify how they
and other group members see the group's
progress

At the r.nd of a Session n summary may lead
group rnenit)ers to become aware of impor-
tant things they missed during the session
This type of learning often occurs when the
leader invites members to tell what they
Ipar m.(1 fir fill the St'Sflif)fl T1u simple (pa's-
fif)fl What (lid you learn this time'''. riot only
1.nables the leader to clarify mistaken !fli
rt f,','.1c)11'; it IfIllif0Vf"; the lt,i1(10f S under
;t,tnrlinrl ,f OW (jump ;is aWhole
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Specific Effective Leader Responses

1. Silence. Silence is often an effective
response It is necessary to allow mem-
bers time to think Given such time
,ach member will he able to identify
something lear ned from the experience
of other members A period of silence
that seems like an eternity to the leader
with "right" answers is in reality only
about 30 seconds Group members
can he counted on to fill the void of
silence And their thoughtfulness will
produce more learning than a dozen
"right" answers

2 The Repeat. You tried to use encour-
agement but had a hard time finding
the starting place A repeat lets mem-
bers know they are heard gives them a
chance to hear themselves. and gives
an opportunity for correction if the
leader has perceived incorrectly

3 Pairing. If another member has pre-
viously reported a similar situation
"Your experience was similar to

or "Both
you and had trou-
ble finding something to encourage
Misery does not love company but
people do

4 Respond to Content. The "repeat"
above is content response because it
paraphrases what happened This is
more comforting than a response to
feeling which will be illustrated later

Expand. Given an opportunity more
people will gladly tell you about their
operation and in the process clarify the
situation "Can you tell us more about
your Saturday morning9" "What did
you try to dog"

The member senses a genuine interest
and the desire of others to he helpful
The leader may wish to build excite-
ment either with the member or the
entire group The same situation pre-
sents the opportunity

Action Responses. °imp a hasi rela-
tionship exists between the leader and
the group as well as among group



member t; tho leader may make action
responses The basic relationship
means that a supportive atmosphere
exists and the respons will not be per-
ceived as criticism or a put-down "What
would you like to do about V" "You've
decided you are oot going to put your-
self in the same situation again."

7 Feeling Responses. Like action re-
sponses feeling responses are more
personal To identify the feeling. think
first in gross terms of pain and pleasure
and then narrow to the more specific
feeling "You were really pretty dis-
couraged at not being able to get
something going ''Were you an-
noyed'?" Again, a wrong guess enables
you to improve your mark

8 Ask for an Explanation. By compari-
son why questions are more exciting
than what when or where questions

15

but why questions demand an explana-
tion "Why couldn't you find one good
thing that was doing
Saturday'?" "Why did you wait until
Saturday to try the encouragement'?"

Compare the feeling tone generated by
the above questions with the more
comforting "When did you start on
Saturday'lWhere were you when you
tried to use encouragement'?" "Who
was present'?" In general. "why" ques-
tions are best avoided by the discus-
sion group leader. but on occasion
they may fit in with your goals

Family group discussions are a very valuable
means of communication between family mem-
bers. but it should be remembered that they are
not the only means One-to-one communication
with other members of the family also is extremely
important

17
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Learning Experience 1
Analyzing Own Career Development

OVERVIEW

COMPETENCY

READING

INDIVIDUAL
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

GROUP
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Analyze own career development thUs far inclUding crucial,,
dedision' points in ,the, past.:criteria.Osed .maki, 'decisions,
positive ind.:negatiVe tareer leicPerien610,:.kfioWled00
skills inclfutUre career options,,. end: describe these, o.."

. otheit family members "'

,Read. Competency 1, on pig

Describe your. own career dwielopment by answetiiip s
questions.

Analyze your own career 'development.

fl

Consider your responses to career development questions as
they relate to guidelines in the reading.

Verbally present highlights of your career development to at
least one other individual.

Present the analysis you made in the individual activity to
another workshop participant.
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INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Analyze your own career development.

Prior to starting this activity, you review the reading for Competency 1 on page 7.

You are now ready to begin analyzing your own career development Be honest with yourself when
answering each of these questions Once you have written responses you can see more clearly how
your career development has progressed including the positive and negative aspects

1 As you see your career development. does it fit any of the theories which you have read
about? If yes. which one and how'? If no. why don't you think so'?

2 What are the major decisions which you have had to make in regard to your career'?

3 When you made the above decisions what did you consider?

4 Why did you arrive at the decisions you did as opposed to others (e.g., why did you decide to
attend a four-year college and not a two-year college)?

1--1 What WMP some positive experiences that you have had which relate to your career
development"'

fi Whit were comp nodativp pyprripricPs that ydii have had which relate to will! carter

18



7 What are %only expectations you have for your future career development,

The following is an alternate set of questions that you can ask yourself These questions are geared
towards learning how your likes and dislikes heiped formulate your career selection

1 What was your earliest childhood fantasy career,

2 Did you have any other career fantasies"

3 What was your first volunteer job" Examples babysitting brothers and sisters. teaching
Sunday school. etc

4 What did you like and dislike about this job"

5 What were some of your other volunteer jobs. and what dci you like and dislike about them"

6 What was your first paid job"

What did you like and dislike about this job"

8 What were your significant subsequent jobs to the present. and what did you like and dislike
about each

9 What do you expect to be doing in ten years, Why"

10 What would you like to be doing in ten years' Why"

These alternative questions were obtained from Careers: A Guide for Parents and Counselors by Darryl
Laramore published by Brigham Young University Press. with the permission of he author



INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

Consider your responses to career development questions as
they relate to guidelines in the reading.

After you have completed your analysis of your career development. review your comments against the
information presented in the reading Also. you can have someone close to you react to the analysis

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Present the analysis made in the individual activity to another
workshop participant.

Note: The following outline is to be used by the workshop facilitator

Facilitator's Outline Notes

A Introduce Activity

1. Explain to participants that the pur-
pose of the activity is for them to
analyze and present information
about their career development.

2 Have participants review the read-
ing reference.

3 Have participants complete the Indi-
vidual Activity.

B Present Career Development Procedures

1 Divide' participants into pairs

2 Ask one member of the pair to pre-
sent highlights of his her career
development process to the other

After the first pair member has pre-
,,ented have the second per son pre-
,,ont to the other individual

20



Facilitator's Outline Notes

4 Provide the opportunity for pair
members to question each other
Ensure that a person does not need
to reveal information that might be
considered too personal

C Summarize Activity

1 Pull the total group back together

2 Ask if anyone wants to share an
unusual career development process.
and have a short discussion on the
fact that individuals in the United
States change occupations an aver-
age of five times in their lifetimes

3 Indicate that this activity was de-
signed to provide participants with
the experience of looking at their
career development and verbalizing
their findings to another person

21
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Learning Experience 2
Selecting and Planning Career Guidance Activities

OVERVIEW

COMPETEN.C
. .

Selfiat and plan A:Series of career guidance activities that
'.:would be ApPrOpriete ter faMilles; such sittripotoliduCational
programs and WO* 'pie,Ces; and gatites end centesht related

,

READING

INDIVIDUAL
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

..... .. .. . , . .... . . .

'Seloct'altientliVe h0:1IOkbesedactietkeelhato.0 be"
:rniet.sPictfic 'needs of yoyi...clietoti: ..'.* ;::.....

... .. . .... ..... .

... . .

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

'Examine the career development iof your cli miis and
select appropriate home-based activities,"

INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

Compare your selected,activities with the Provided exeihples.

GROUP
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Plan at.least one hornebased timer guidance ectlyit;

Develop a home -based career gUidance activity with iPartner.

23



INDIVIDUAL Examine the career development needs of your clients and

ACTIVITY select appropriate home-based activities.

Before you start this activity, read Competency 2 on page 8. Also, obtain a list of the career development
needs of your clients. If such a list is not available, use the goal statements listed below.

I Know their interests based on personal experiences in the home, school, and community.

2 Analyze self-definitions of attitudes and values in order to apply them to past and present
experiences

3 Apply decision-making skills to solving problems.

4 Know that some occupations are more complex than others.

5 Comprehend the kind of goods and services needed to help fulfill the family life style.

Identify at least five home-based career guidance activities that can help your clients meet their career
development needs. When developing your list, be sure to keep in mind the characteristics of your
clients and their home situations.

24
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INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBAPK"'

:Compare yOur 'elected activities With the provided examples.

The fcIllwing ' c'ne-based career guidance activities are to serve as examples only since the types of
activities vary greatly depending upon need and clientele. The examples are based upon the sample
goals listed in the individual activity with senior high school students as the clientele.

1 The child, with the assistance of family members, can identify home activities (e.g., repair a small
appliance). community volunteer activities (e.g.. working at the hospital), and work experience
(e g . a part-time job at the hardware store) of interest. The child would then take part in as many
activities as possible to determine which ones are of greatest personal interest.

2 The child will think through personal attitudes and values on a specific issue that is of concern at
the time (e.g . work ethics, relationships with friends. school activities). The child will list on a
sheet of paper personal feelings regarding the issue at hand. An older family member will then
discuss with the child what is listed on the paper to help clarify the feelings regarding the issue.
Through this activity the child should gain insights into personal attitudes and values structure
and possibly understand how this will relate to future experiences.

3 There is a problem which needs to be solved quickly and all family members need to be involved in
determining the solution. As a family unit. members would brainstorm various alternatives or
possible solutions. Each member would then take a number of possible solutions and think
through the consequences of those solutions (i.e., what would happen if this solution were
chosen). The group would then come together and discuss the consequences. As a prit they
would select the sclution that is most beneficial to the family.

4 The child could spend a day at the working establishment in which a family member is employed.
With prior permission from the appropriate supervisor, a family member can bring the child to
work for a day and allow the child to observe the work of individuals in numerous types of jobs.
Through this observation the child will learn that different jobs within the same organization vary
in difficulty.

5 In order to determine what types of goods and services are required to maintain the family's life
style the child will develop a log of products and services used by family members. The child. with
possible assistance from others, would list things that the family uses on a somewhat regular
basis. The list could include such items as car, television, entertainment centers. dry cleaners,
beauty shops. recreational facilities. restaurants, clothes. and so forth. Each family member would
receive a copy of the log and for a week indicate when they use a service or purchase a product
listed At the end of the week the child will compile the information, and the child will report to the
family a summary of the activities.

25
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GROUP
ACTIVITY

*Map a home-based career guidance activity with a partner.

Note: The following outline is to be used by the workshop facilitator

Facilitator's Outline Notes

A Introduce Activity

1 Explain to participants that the pur-
pose of the activity is for them to
plan in detail one home-based career
guidance activity.

2 Have participants review the read-
ing or present the information in lec-
ture form.

3. As a reinforcement to the informa-
tion presented in the text portion of
the module, show the transparency
entitled "Home-Based Activities."

B Develop Activities

1 Have the participants work in groups
of two.

2 Ask rich group to develop a home-
based career guidance activity.

3 Provide each group a copy of the
handout titled "Development Steps"
on page 29 that should be used
when developing the activity

4 Suggest that each group determine
its own target audience and career
development goal

5 Allow , ,t .10 minutes for devel-
opmen ictivity.

C Report of Activities

1 Have each group report on its activ-
ity Allow for questions from other
participants

26

Transparency master is found on page 31.

You may want to record the activity ideas on
the chalkboard or newsprint
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Facilitator's Outline Notes

2. Indicate to participants that they
have developed a number of usable
activities that can be expanded upon
and adapted to be used with other
target audiences.
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Title of Activity

Description of Activity

Career Development Goal

Behavioral Objectives

Time Considerations

Significant Others Activities

Client Activities

Resources

Evaluation

DEVELOPMENT STEPS

29

31

Handout
Group
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TRANSPARENCY MASTER

HOME-BASED GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES

FIELD TRIPS

- Local businesses
- Home

- Parents' work place
- Vacation spots

Car Games

- Guess the Occupation
- Advertising Slogans
-What Is My Job

Home Activities

- Life line
- Decision court
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Learning Experience 3
Identifying Strategies for Resource Use

OVERVIEW

COMPETENCY .Identity and iliciibi:01411400:Ior
home community for ficirrie4,100441tratt tOictancei

suettesi,t0lovisOp,,1400:00,016,11iiirnsi tibriirlic.films,
, .andtipeikere., .1

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Etrairistorm horne,based Strateglei that. r uir ttie. , e of
resource*
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INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Develop a set of procedures for identifying community and
home, resources.

First, read Competency 3 on page 10, with emphasis on the portion that addresses identification of
resources. When reading think about how you might identify resources in your setting.

Develop a procedure that would be usable in your situation for identifying resources. If the procedure
includes development of a questionnaire, also do that as a part of this activity.
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As mentioned in the reading, the identification procedures can be informal or formal.

If you are following an informal process, the procedure would be somewhat unstructured and couldlook like the following:

I. Determine if a home-based activity is appropriate for your clients and their career development
needs.

II. Identify a strategy that can be used with each client.

III. Ask clients if they have the necessary resources available.

IV If a client does not have necessary resources, identify another strategy that will meet the client's
need.

V. Repeat the process of determining whether the client has necessary resources.

If you used the more formal process, it would probably include some kind of a written questionnaire.
You could have a checklist type of form which clients would complete when they come to you or
another provider of career guidance. This checklist could take the following form.

Resource Identification Checklist

In an attempt to assist you in further meeting your career development, we are developing
activities that you can complete at home. However, to be most effective we need to know what
resources are available to you. Please indicate if you can obtain the following resources.

1. Magazines

2 Television

3. Radio

4 Newspapers

5. Photo albums

6 Library books

7 Catalogs

8 Travel brochures
_

9 Local presentations

10 Etc
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GROUP
ACTIVITY

Brainstorm home based strategies that require the use of
resources.

Note: The following outline is to be used by the workshop facilitator.

Facilitator's Outline Notes

A Set the Scene

1 I ndicate to participants that they will
be brainstorming strategies that can
be used in the home.

2 Have participants read Competency
3 on page 10. or present the appro-
priate information in lecture format.

B Brainstorm Strategies

1 Place on the board or newsprint the
following headings:

Strategy Resource

2 Ask participants to brainstorm var-
ious home-based guidance strate-
gies that require resources. Write
the strategy suggested and the
necessary resources under the
appropriate headings.

3 After participants have reviewed the
generated list. ask them to discuss
which strategies would be the most
appropriate based upon required re-
sources and the probability of clients
having the resources.

C Summary

1 Indicate to participant'; that they
have generated a number of worth-
while and usable idea.i and that as
they continue thinking more ideas
will come to mind.

2 Mention that once the resources are
identified there are numerous strate-
gies that can be developed.
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Learning Experience 4
Conducting a Career-Related Discussion

OVERVIEW

COMPETENCY Plan and conduCt a discussion with:One family, member on a
career...related topic. such as valuelkabilitiea"ancl interests, or
options or caraers.:

READING

INDIVIDUAL
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

GROUP
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Read Competency,4 ortpagii'

Daiatrainatha Compete:100e of an agenda. forfora etetad

Develop an agenda for a.careekelateddisCusiiOn
Hy member of.one of yoUr

Compare yoiir..agindatothe:iarripla

Conduct a career-related discussion.

Role play a career-related discussion.
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INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Develop an agenda for a career-related discussion with a fam-
ily 'Member of one of your clients.

Terri is one of your clients with whom you have been working for one month She has just requested
that you meet with her brother regarding whether or not he should attend college after being in the
business world for six years. You agree to work with him and set out to develop an agenda for your first
hour-long meeting.

After reviewing the reading for Competency 4 on page 11, develop an appropriate agenda.
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The following agenda is a detailed example. Yours may vary from this, but it should contain the major
points.

A. Get to Know Each Other

1. Introduce self.

2 Mention enjoying getting to know Terri.

3 Indicate hoping to get to know him.

B. Ebtablish Ground Rules

1 Indicate that you will not discuss with others the detailed content of your session(s).

2 Mention that you have this same rule with Terri, so you will not dis( uss her activities with him.

3 Indicate th.lt toe sessions a.'e flexible and he should feel free to discuss.

4 State how often you can meet with him.

C. Discuss His Concern

1 Ask him to explain why he is meeting with you. (It is assumed that he mentions the decision of
whether or not to go to college.)

2 Ask him to explain the business that he is in.

3 Ask him to indicate what benefits he sees from going to college.

4 Ask him to discuss the negative aspects of going to college.

D. Summarize/Future Steps

1 Ask him to think about the pros and cor. 'hat he has just listed and come to a tentative
decision by the next session.

2 Tell him that you will discuss his decisi:,, v.. him.

The above agenda outline should cover the hour t. .. period. If his decision is to go to college. the next
session would address such topics as which college. financial assistance, and admissions. You would
need to have appropriate resources on hand catalogs. financial aid information, etc.).



GROUP
ACTIVITY

Role play a career-related discussion.

Note: The following outline is to be used by the workshop facilitator.

Facilitator's Outline Notes

A Establish Activity

1 Indicate that participants will be role
playing a career-related discussion.
They will pair up and one will play
the role of the career guidance pro-
gram personnel and the other will
play the role of a family member of a
client.

2. Have participants read Competency
4 on page 11, or present the informa-
tion in lecture format.

B Conduct Role Play

1 Have the participants pair up.

2 Ask each member of the pairs to
assume one of the roles.

3 Refer participants to the handout
"Role Play Characters" .)n page 41
that gives a brief description of the
individual roles.

4 Allow 30 minutes for the role play
situation

5 Bring the pairs together to form a
small group of four persons.

6 Ask them to share their e .periences

C Summarize

1 Bring the total group together

2 Ask one pair that seemed to role
play exceptionally well to present a
portion of their session to the total
group

You may want to observe the different groups.
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Handout

Role Play Characters

Tom You have been an accountant for the past six years. You received your training from the local
two year technical school. At the age of 26, you realize that you probably will not see much
advancement without further education. The decision on whether or not to go back to
college is a difficult one since you are married and have a seven-month old son.

Your younger sister, Terri, has been going to the career guidance specialist at her church for
the last month to receive assistance in her career planning.

This individual has been very helpful to Terri and she suggests that you meet. Because of
Terri's encouragement you agree to her setting up a meeting time.

Lee You are the career guidance specialist employed within a church setting. Terri has been a
client of yours for one month. You and she have established a very positive rapport, and she
felt comfortable asking you to meet with Tom, her brother. Tom has bben in the business
world for six years and is trying to decide whether or not to go back to college. You agree to
meet with him, and generate the following agenda for the first meeting.

A Get to Know Each Other

B. Establish Ground Rules

C. Discuss Concern

D Summarize/Future Steps
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Learning Experience 5
Preparing Guidelines for a Family Discussion

OVERVIEW

COMPETENCY , Prepare gdlcielines. for family 9
.cavearguideaceSUChleSciir
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Oder choOsin ga Car
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Developtuidetibilts for 00m901:19ete
duOting family greuRdieeeteiOnsl

INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

Compare year 91441#.11Plai
review them,

the oils

GROUP
LEARNING Describe various group facilitative skill
OBJECTIVE

Discuss group facilitative skills with other. particiPante.
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INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITY

Develop guidelines for conducting family group discussions.

After reading Competency 5 on page 12, develop a set of group discussion guidelines that could be
used by one of your clients with her family. The client is wanting to have a family discussion on the
career patterns of various family members. Your client is 18 years old and is living with her parents. She
has two older brothers who are living away from home. She wishes that the brothers be included in the
discussion.
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INDIVIDUAL
FEEDBACK

Compare your guidelines to the .example or have a. client
review them.

The following set of guidelines is an example that you can use to compare yours against.

1 Location. The location of the discussion would be in a convenient location for all family
members Very likely this would be the parents' home.

2 Time. The discussion would occur at a time when all could be in attendance. More than likely
this would be in the evening or during the weekend, but this will depend upon the work
schedules of family members.

3. Length of the Discussion. The discussion topic would probably take four to five hours to
cover, allowing each member an hour to present. However, one block of time of that length
may not be possible and more than one session will need to be planned.

4 Leader. The client would serve as the leader since she is the person who has a particular
interest in the career patterns of her family members.

Another feedback technique would be to have a client or co-worker review your guidelines for
practicability

GROUP
ACTIVITY

Discuss group facilitative skills with other participants.

Note: The following outline is to be used by the workshop facilitator.

Facilitator's Outline Notes

A Establish Activity

1 Indicate to participants that they will
be discussing various group facilita-
tive skills

2 Have participants read Competency
5 on page 12. particularly the por-
tion that addresses facilitative skills,
or present the information in lecture
form
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Facilitator's Outline Notes

B. Check Facilitative Skills

1. Have participants complete the
handout "Facilitative Skills Check-
list" on page 47 using the appro-
priate section of the reading as a
reference.

2. Take a poll of the participants to
determine in which skills they think
they need the most assistance. A
tally can be made on the board or
newsprint.

C. Discussing Skills

1 After completing the above tally,
begin a discussion on the skills which
participants think they need to know
more about:

2. Ask for input from participants on
how they can develop these skills.

3. Have participants volunteer to role
play in front of the total group a few
of the facilitative skills.

D. Summary

1. Mention to participants that the best
way of obtaining the skills is through
practice.

2. Indicate that the facilitative skills
should be useful when conducting
any type of group activity.
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Handout

Facilitative Skills Checklist

Check the areas in which you think you need a greater knowledge. Refer to the reading for Competency
5 for specifics on each item.

1 Structuring

_____ 2. Universalizing

_ __ 3. Linking

4. Feedback

5. Developing tentative hypothesis

6. Focusing on the positive

7. Task setting and obtaining commitments

8. Summarizing

9. Silence

_ __ 10. The Repeat

__ 11. Pairing

_ ... 12. Respond to content

13. Expand

14. Action responses

15. Feeling responses

_ 16. Ask for explanation
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EVALUATION

PARTICIPANT SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
t lOptitatali

PuSitu.n

Agency Setting (Circle the appropriate number)

3 Date

1 Module Numbor

6 Elementary School 10 JTPA 14 Youth Services 18 Municipal Office7 Secondary School 11 Veterans 15 Business/Industry 19 Service Organization.8 Postsecondary School 12 Church Management 20 State Government9 College/University 13 Corrections 16 Business/Industry Labor 21 Other.
17 Parent Group

Workshop Topics

PREWORKSHOPNEED FOR TRAIN-
ING Degree of Need (circle one for
each workshop topic)

POSTWORKSHOP MASTERY OF
TOPICS Degree of Mastery (circle
one for each workshop topic)

* (0 w 4
1%.0 44v 0

C,

CY

b
03 s,

43 40

1 Describing your own career development
by answering specific questions 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

2 Presenting highlights of your career devel-
opment to at least one other individual. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

3 Selecting at least five home-based activi-
ties that can be used to meet specific
needs of your clients 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

4 Examining the career development needs
of your clients' activities 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

Establishing procedures for identifying
resources 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

6 Identifying home-based strategies 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

7 Determining the components of an agenda
for a career-related discussion. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

8 Conducting a career-related discussion 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

9 Developing guidelines for someone else
to follow regarding conducting family
group discussions 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

10 Describing various group facilitative skills 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

Overzll Assessment on Topic of Promoting
Home-3ased Guidance 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

Comments:
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Trainer's Assessment Questionnaire

Trainer Date:

Title? of Module

Module Number.

Training Time to Complete Workshop.

Participant Characteristics

Number in Group

Distribution by Position

Elementary School

Secondary School

Postsecondary School

College/University

JT PA

Veterans

Church

Corrections

hrs. min.

Number of Males .

PART I

Number of Females . _

_ Youth Services

Business /Industry Management

Business/Industry Labor

Parent Group

Municipal Office

Service Organization

State Government

Other

WORKSHOP CHARACTERISTICSInstructions: Please provide any comments on the methods and
materials used. both those contained in the module and others that are not listed. Also provide any
comments concerning your overall reaction to the materials. learners' participations or any other
positive or negative factors that could have affected the achievement of the module's purpose.

1 Methods. (Compare to those suggested in Facilitator's Outline)

2 Materials. (Compare to those suggested in Facilitator's Outline)

3 Reaction (Participant reaction to content and activities)
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PART II

WORKSHOP IMPACTInstructions: Use Performance Indicators to judge degree of mastery (Com-
plete responses for all activities Those that you did not teach would receive 0 )

Group's Degree of Mastery

Not Little Some Good Outstanding
Taught (25% or less) (260,-50%) (51%-75%) (over 7506)

Note: Circle the number that best reflects your opinion of group mastery.

Learning Experience 1
Group 0 1 2 3 4

Individual 0 1 2 3 4

Learning Experience 2
Group 0 1 2 3 4

Individual 0 1 2 3 4

Learning Experience 3
Group 0 1 2 3 4

Individual 0 1 2 3 4

Learning Experience 4
Group 0 1 2 3 4

Individual 0 1 2 3 4

Learning Experience 5
Group 0 1 2 3 4

Individual 0 1 2 3 4

Code:

Little: With nn coo( pro for tinir. or cur tirr,taof 1.` within training soiling if it apprar,, that it ,,c !hors ;"',". of the loatortic

arhivori what via% intiorlod to ht chirts,ri

Some: With on corium rl for time nr r iretinictance., within the traloirsrr.ottirso if it appars th,r1 than r loco to twilf of

the !oar nor; ;if:huts/or! the learning ex peripfu p

Good: With no con( pro for tinift or rirctirristancrt,, within the Oairsiorp,ottino if it that 14)", 71'01, havoachievori

ox pp( tod

Outstanding: if MON. thri 71,0, of loarnr% row,tor or! fil «intorit . itxportorl
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PART ID

SUMMARY DATA SHEETInstructlons: In order to gain an overall idea as to mastery impact
achietad across the Learning Experiences taught, complete the following tabulation. Transfer the
-lumber for the degree of mastery on each Learning Experience (i.e., group and individual) from the
Workshop Impact form to the columns below. Add the subtotals to obtain your total module score.

GROUP INDIVIDUAL
Learning Experience Learning Experie ice
1 snort. (1-4)

2 score (1-4)

3 score (1-4)

4 score (1-4)

5 score (1-4)

1 = score (1-4)

2 = score (1-4)

3 = score (1-4)

4 = score (1-4)

5 = score (1-4)

Tctal Total
(add up) (add up)

Total of the GROUP learning experience scores and INDIVIDUAL learning experience scores =
____. Actual Total Score Compared to Maximum Total'

'Maximum total is the number of learning experiences taught times four (4).
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Performance Indicators

As you conduct the workshop component of this training module, the facilitator's outline will suggest
individual or group activities that require written or oral responses. The following list of performance
indicators will assist you in assessing the quality of the participants' work:

Module Title: Promote Home-Based Guidance

Module Number: CG C-6

Group Learning Activity Performance Indicators to Be Used for Learner Assessment

Group Activity Number 1:

Present highlights of individuals' 1 Participants were able to respond to the questions regarding
career development to others. their personal career development.

2. Participants were able to discuss their career development
with at least one other individual.

Group Activity Number 2:

Develop a home-based career 1. Each pair of participants completed the handout "Develop-
guidance activity ment Steps."

Group Activity Number 3:

Brainstorm home-based strate- 1. Participants brainstorm at least ten strategies.
cues that require the use of
resources. 2. Participants identified resources for each strategy.

Group Activity Number 41

R ()le play career related 1. Participants covered the points of the agenda listed on the role
discussions play character handout.

Group Activity Number 5:

Discuss gro'ip facilitative skills 1. Participants are able to discuss various facilitative skills.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The following are additional resources on the subject of home-based guidance.

Laramore. Darryl. Careers: A Guide for Parents
and Counselors. Provo. UT: Brigham Young Uni-
versity, 1978.

The major part of this book consists of parent-
directed exercises in which parents and children
participate. A composite family often encoun-
tered by the author in practice consists of two or
more teenagers wondering what to do with their
lives, a mother eager to reenter the work force.
and a father dissatisfied with his career choice.
The exercises (requiring forty-five minutes to two
hours) involve answering questions and discus-
sion through which each person assesses their
own interests, aptitudes, values, personality, cir-
cumstances and plans, and relates these to an
expanding awareness of career opportunities. It
contains a short chapter on religious belief and
the work ethic and their impact on life and job
satisfaction It also briefly describes the prevail-
ing career development theories

Strauk, Vicki W and Moore. Earl J. Staff Devel-
opment K-6: Comprehensive Parent Education
and Consultation. Atlanta: Pupil Personnel Ser-
vices. Georgia Department of Education, 1977.

This is a detailed outline designed to foster estab-
lishment of a local Systematic Training in Ef-
fective Parenting (STEP) program through the
achievement of three workshop goals: Goal 1--to
understand the general purposes, the physical
aspects, and the scope of parent education groups
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and resources; Goal 2--to understand a specific
type of parent education group (STEP) program
with parents. Activities within the outline include
exercises in communication techniques and
strategies that should be of value to parents in
nurturing their children's career development.

The STEP kit was created by Don Oink meyer and
Gary D. McKay and is published by the American
Guidance Services, Inc., Circle Pines, Minnesota
55014. The entire kit costs approximately $65.00.
Additional parent handbooks are approximately
$3.50.

Vetter, Louise; Lowry, Cheryl Meredith; and
Burkhardt. Carolyn. Sugar & Spice Is Not the
Answer. Columbus: The National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, 1977.

This book is addressed primarily to parents who,
more than anyone else, influence a child's career
decision. It exposes the myth of sex stereotyping
that continues to plague career exploration and
development of youth today. It explores: the real-
ity of our need to prepare children for their future
in the world of work: the development of sex ste-
reotyping from the concept of "woman's work":
the delineation of "sex role-playing" in education;
and suggestions for changing our attitudes toward
parenting and traditional behavioral distinctions
between the sexes.
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